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UNION CARBIDE CORPORATION

P.O. BOX 324, TUXEDO, NEW YORK 10987

TELEPHONE: 914-351-2131
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STERLING FOREST
RESEARCH CENTER

Mr. D. A. Nussbaumer
Source and Special Nuclear Materials Branch
Division of Materials Licensing
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D.C. 20545

Dear Mr. Nussbaumer:

April 28, 1969

Union Carbide Corporation hereby requests the renewal of our Special Nuclear
Material License No. SNM-639. This license is required in conjunction with
our New York State Radioactive Materials License No. 729-0322 and our A.E.C.
Reactor Operating License No. R-81 to cover a broad program of research and
development. This license does not authorize the insertion or removal of
special nuclear materials into or from our nuclear reactor. It does cover
work with special nuclear material in our Hot Laboratory which is connected
to our reactor building (see attached floor plan).

The special nuclear materials covered by this license are:

Materials

A. U-233
B. U-235
C. Pu-238
D. Pu-239
E. Pu-241
F. Pu encapsulated as Pu-Be neutron sources
G. The special nuclear material contained in

elements from U.C.C. research reactor.

Quantity Limit

A. 10 grams
B. 250 grams
C. 2 milligrams
D. 10 grams
E. 2 milligrams
F. 160 grams

four (4) spent fuel

When not being used, all unirrkdiated special nuclear-material will be kept in
a locked steel cabinet under the control of the Health Physics Department.
Work with more than 0.1 gms of Plutonium or 10 millicuries of any other special
nuclear material, in unencapsulated form, shall be performed in a glove box
or hot cell with separate alpha containment. The concentrations of alpha
radioactivity in the air affluent from the Hot Lab facility shall be determined
whenever operations are performed with unencapsulated special nuclear mater-
ials.

A maximum of four spent fuel elements from--our research reactor will be
utilized in the hot cells at one time as a source of gamma photons. No other
fissionable material will be permitted in the cell with the four fuel elements.
Four spent elements-will contain approximately 640 grams of Uranium-235 (four
new elements would contain approximately 784 grams of Uranium-235). No cutting
or dissolution of these elements will be done.
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During work with any unencapsulated special nuclear material, rbom air
samples and floorwipes shall be counted for alpha radioactivity. Removable
alpha radioactivity from 100 cm2 bf floorarea in excess of-100 dpm.shall
require&immediate clean-up.,

/ Because of the research nature of our activities we are not able to provide "\
exact details .on equipment and procedures. All equipment and procedures in-
volving the use of licensed materials are required to be reviewed and

'approved by our Nuclear Safeguards Committee.

The Committee is charged with the responsibility for insuring that the admin-
istrative controls, operating procedures and experimental programs of the
reactor and hot laboratory are reviewed and approved to minimize the hazards
to the facility, the staff, and the generalpublic. The Committee is to in-
sure that'all operations and experiments are conducted in accordance with
existing State and Federal regulations, and that-the procedures and. experi-
ments not approved in the facility operating license or in applicable amend-
ments are not conducted until approval is received from the Agomic Ene'rgy
Commission. In general, the Committee shall.

A. Review and evaluate scheduled experiments, and make rec6mmendations
for the safe conduct of ekperiments in the facility..

B. Review and evaluate the qualifications of the individuals desiring
to use radioactive materials at the facility. . .

C.. Review.and evaluate operatihg procedures, and recommend safe limits
of operation.-

D. Review and evaluate proposed'changeý.to the control system of the
reactor or of related equipment that affect. the safety .ofthe.
facility.

E. Recommend procedures, for the safe.handling of materials and equip-
ment used in applications that may involve radiation hazards-
These procedures shall conform to all existing local and federal
regulations.

F. Review and evaluate proposals for the-purchase of radioactive mater-

ials.

G. Review and evaluate health physics procedures and to recommend
procedures for the facility that conform to all existing local and.
federal regulations. The Committee shall evaluate emergency disaster
and evacuation.procedures.

H., The Committee shall review reports describing the causes and results
of all incidents which might have or did. lead to radiation hazards
and recommended.remedial action and changes to existing methods of
operation. Such reviews shall be made a part of the Committee's
record and used as a guide in future &evaluations.
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The Committee is composed of the following.persons:

1. Chairman, a senior technically qualified person not in the. line of
organization of the Operations or Research Groups.

2. A senior technically qualified person responsible for the operation
of the laboratory.

3. An engineer directly. responsible for the operation ,of the Hot'Lab.

4. A responsible health physicist..

5. A consultant in the field of reactor technology.

6. A consultant in the field of hot laboratory operations.

The-consultants shall visit the laboratory at least once each twelve months
to review the operating 'procedures and to 'assist the Committee in the review
of the~experimental program."

The special nuclear materials covered by thi's license are. used' in our Radio-."
-active Materials Laboratory (Hot Lab) in a broad program of research and
development.

The Hot Laboratory is a concrete structure 139 feet long by 57 feet wide by
37 feet high. There'are five hot cells, each having .4 foot 'thick walls of
high density concrete (240 ibs/fts). The cells'are'separated from each other'
by 4 foot thick, high'density concrete walls. 'An elevation and section draw-
ing for 'the Hot Lab-is shown in Fig'. 2. 'Fig. 3 shows the'second floor working
area for the Hot Lab, and Fig. '4 shows the second floor, office 'area.

1.' Hot Cells

-The cells are general purpose units.designed to accommodate 'a
variety of'operations including, chemical.experiments, radiochemical separa-.
tions.of isotopes, . physical testing for-evaluation of irradiated material,
solid state investigations and'metallurgical work. A'genera•l description.of

'the cells is'presented.below..

Cell lhis 16 feet wide by 10 feet long by '15 feet in height. This
cell'is equipped with a General Mills Remote Handling.Arm'(750 lb. capacity),.
one pair of Heavy Duty Model 8' manipulators and one pair of Standard Duty Model
8 manipulators. Two Corning 4 foot thick glass shielding windows are located
in the front shielding-wall of Cell i.'- These viewing'.windowv4s'consist of
Corning's."Radiation Shield'Standard As~embly i480"', which is their standard
unit for 4 foot shielding walls. The windows'are.constructed from five sec-
.tions of 3.3 density lead glass each 9-1/2 inches thick.

A Kollmorgan periscope, curreitly in use in Cell 1, can be relocated
to any of the other cells. With auxiliary attachments on the periscope it is
possible to do in-cell' microscopy and to take photographs of specimens in the
cell.
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Cells 2, 3 and 4 are 6 feet wide by 10 feet long by 12.5 feet in
height, while Cell 5 is 6 feet wide by 10 feet long by 25 feet in height.
.Cells 2, 35. 4 and 5 are each equipped with a Corning 4 foot thick glass
shielding window and all cells are 'equipped with one 'pair. of Model 8 Master
Slave Manipulators.

Major access to allýthe'cells is possible through the rear doors
(7 feet wide by 6 feet high by 4 feet thick) which can be withdrawn utilizing
electrical drives.' The electrical "onnection and power supply to drive these
doors are kept locked to prevent unauthorized entrance.. An alarm sounds when

any of these rear access doors are opened. The access doors for the cells-
are motor driven through a 1200:1 reduction worm gear and-move on steel rails
located in the'floor of the charging area.

Access to all cells also is possible via top roof openings contain-
ing removable plugs. The roof and roof plugs of all cells are 3-1/4 foot
thick magnetite concrete with a density of 240 Ibs/ft 3 . The roof plug is
made up of three 14 inch thick concrete slabs which must be removed indivi7
dually with a 10 ton capacity overhead crane. A 6 inch diameter-charging
sleeve located in'the center of the roof plug is.fitted with an 8'inch long
lead filled steel plug. Two 4 inch diameter charging sleeves aiso are provided
through-the roof.. They have magnetite plugs 6 inches in diameter at the.ex-
terior surface and are stepped to 4 inches .iin diameter 18 inches fromthe in-
terior surface.. There are laboratories and a solution make-up room above-the
charging area but no occupied areas-directly above the cells.

A. canal containing water 12 feet deep connects Cell 1 with the
.reactor pool. Radioactive samples,. specimens,"isotopes, etc., are trans-.
ferred through this canal'and brought into Cell 1 via an automatic elevator
mechanism.

2. Operating Area

The area on the front side of the cells is the operatin'g.zone and
is maintained as', a.clean area. The viewing windows, manipulator controls,
intercell conveyor controls, in-cell'service controls.(air, water, vacuum,
gas) and periscope are located in. this area. The operating control panels,'
for the ventilation system and the Radioactive Waste Water Treatment System

-are located at the north;end of this'area.

Fifteen radiation monitrons serving the Hot Lab and cells are linked
to a master panel which is located in.th~e operating'area. Both audio and
visual alarms are activated at this master panel. Ten monitrons, located
outside of the cell, are normally set to alarm at- mrr/hr. Five in-c'ell
monitrons are used to indicate the radiation level, within the cells. These
can be set to alarm at any level from 1 to 0i.000 mr/hr.

In the front shielding wall of each cell'there are twelve.removable
2 inch diameter stepped pipe sleeves, one 8-1/2 inch diameter sleeve (to
accommodate the periscope) and two.10 'inch diameter sleeves (to accommodate
the Model 8 manipulators). When the sleeves are'not in use magnetite shielding
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plugs -are placed in the sleeves.. Special servicesnot , available within the
cell (such'as inert .gas, high pressure air,- natural gas)' can be led into the
cells through special plugs which can bhe inserted in place of the standard
2 inch diameter".stepped pipe sleeves. Locking bars are used to prevent
accidental removal of any. of these plugs'. ...

.3. Charging Area

The charging area is located to the rear bf the cells. Controls for
the rear access' doors to the cells are located here. Access to the decon-
tamination' room, exhaust fan•room, waste treatment fac'ility and'conVeyor load-
ing. station-are from the charging-area (see Fig. 1)

The north loading dock is separated from the charging a'ea by

swinging doors. *At the south end of the charging'area -swinging and sliding
doors-separate this area from the canal and the'.south loading .dock.

In the .rear shielding wall of each cell there are five 2 inch dia-
meter stepped pipe sleeves. Each rear cell door-also contains one 8 inch'
diameter. stepped sleeve. These sleeves proyidejadditional access'por~ts.from

the charging, area to the cells. ' They contain maghetite shielding plugs:when
not in use.

4. Radiochemical Laboratory

Low level radioactive specimens or samples will be handled in the
Radiochemical' Laboratory. Equipment available in the laboratory includes
standard laboratory benches 'with stainless steel tops, glove..boxes and hoods.

will.be-Operations in this laboratory involving higher ldvel radioactive gases
will be conducted within special hoods. There are three hoods; two regular
-and one walk-in unit. These hoods, with all interior surfaces of stainless
steel, are 6 feet wide and are designed for-work with radioactive-materials.
All flow from these hoods pas.s through roughing filters, and' absolute filters
(these are standard units) prior to.passage to an exhaust fan :and monitoring
system. The exhaust air,.flows.toa 50 .foot stack which' also receiVes exhaust

'air from the-Reactor area.

Supporting non-radioactive analytical work also is done in this

laboratory.

5. Second Floor Work Area

a. Laboratories

Two laboratories are located in this'area. They. will be used, for-
work similar to that described for' the Radiochemical Lab. 'All operations in-
volving radioactive materials will be carried' out in hoods of the type used in
the REdi-bchemical Lab.
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b. Solution Make-up Area

The solution make-up area is a room 20 feet by 11 feet located
on the second floor of the Hot Lab. A 100 gallon stainless steel vessel
and a centrifugal pump are available in this-room. Chemical additionY to the
tanks and vessels in the Radioactive Waste Water Treatment System can be
accomplished' by preparing the desired solution in the 100 gallon vessel and
pumping to any desired tank. A section of this room is used as :a general
purpose laboratory. It contains two hoods"of the same type used in the Radio-
chemical Lab.

c. Work Area

An area, 358 feet by 20 'feet, on the north 'end of the second.level is utilized' for major repair of Model 8 manipulators and for mock-up
experiments of planned in-cell work. A unit for producing distilled water

.and a transmitter rack for instrumentation are located in this general area.

6. Maintenance Shop

A shop 29 feet by 25 feet is avilable in the. HotLab. This shop
contains a dtrill press, lathe, milling machine, band saw, electric and gas
welding equipment, and a variety of hand tools.

7. Personnel Facilities .

Six offices, a conference room, a change room (17 feet by 9 feet), a
locker room (30 lockers), and rest'rooms'are in the Hot Lab.

'AUXILIARY SYSTEMS

1. Ventilation System

The Hot Laboratory ventilation system is pressure regulated to insure
a continuous, positive flow of 'air from non-radioactive areas to contaminated
or 'radiation areas. There are two major' supply fans. One .fan supplies 21,000
cu.ft/min of air to the first floor offices,*loading dock, second floor offices,
operating'area, and the Radiochemical Lab. A second fan supplies'9,000 cu'.ft/min
of air (total) to three laboratories on the second floor.

The cells are'maintained at a negative pressure with mrespect to the
operating area and the charging area.' The system is designed to provide 20
air changes per hour in all cells. In any cell where fission products or other
radioactive particulate matter may be handled the inlet is equipped with an
Aerosolve 95 filter.. Such filters have an efficiency of 90-9,% for removal of
atmospheric dust.- These filters will limit "blowback" to the operating area
during a sudden pressurization within the cell.
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All exhaust air from the Hot Lab passes through roughing filters',
and absolute filters prior to discharge, via an exhaust fan, to the.stack.
The 50 horsepower exhaust fan, operating~on normal power, has a capacity of
530,000 cu.ft/min against a head of 7.5" of water. In the event of a power
failure-the fan.is automatically switched onto an emergefncy power station
(gasoline-driven generator) and operates at 1/2 speed on this emergency power
supply.

An emergency fan (5 horsepower) with a capacity of 8,000 cu.ft/min
against a head of 3.0" bf water is provided as backup for the 50 horsepower
fan. This fan can'3be operated on either normal.or-emergency power.

If a.rear door of-any cell or the door to the decontamination room
is opened the flowof air is inward from the charging'area to the cell.'
Approximately l00ft/minof air flows past any rear cell door opening or
decontamination door opening."For an open rear dell door this corresponds
to a flow volume of approximately ',O0 cu.ft/min. This volume of air comes
from the charging area. Air from the charging area normally discharges to
the second floor..

Exhaust air from the Hot Lab is- added to'the.exhaust air from.the
Reactor area. and the combined, flow discharges into .a 4 foot diameter vent.
header ýwhi6h leads td a. stack. Its base is located on a ridge at an eleva-
tion of 945 feet.' The stacki4 50 feet high and the top ifsat an elevation
.of 995 feet, about 187 feet'.above the main'floor of the Hot Lab. All exhaust
air entering the stadk is-continuously monitored for'gaseous and particulate.
radioactivity. .

" 2. Radioactive Waste Water Treatment System

The Radioactive Waste'Water Treatment'System is utilized to treat
.wastes containing isotopes~higher than'the levels prescribed by.Sec. 20.106
10 CFR Part 20.. The bulk of the waste water, after treatment, is suitable
for-discharge from the site. The handling and treatment facilities combine
storage, evaporation, ion exchange, and-recycle if it is' required, to accom"
plish this objective.

All radioactiVe waste water.resultingfrom Reactor -or .Hot Labora-
tory operations are collecteAd in a 7200 gallon stainless steel tank located
in a separate cell- under the main floor of the Hot Laboratory. All hot-drains
in the Hot Lab and drains from vent and off-gas headers also"tie.into this

.tank. There is access to this cell-via a shielded-3 foot square by 3 foot
thick plug in the charging, area. The following units are located in a separ-
ate area adjacent to the 7200 storage tank: .

S .Evaporator Feed Tank -' 600 gallon capacity

Evaporator - 1.500 gal/day capacity, heat source -

steam in external jacket.- •
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- Two, containing cation and anion
resin, each column 4" diameter by
2 feet long.

- Two, each 600-gal. capacity, for
receiving decontaminated water follow-
ing ion exchange.

- 600 j.-al capacity for receiving con-
centrated radioactive waste water
from evaporator..

- Recirculating hypodermic needle type
similar to'system used at ORNL Thorex'
pilot plant.

- All tanks equipped with liquid level
and density indicators with audio
and visual alarms.

The radioactive'waste water-system is d'esighed.for batch of con-
tinuous type operation. Samples of the contents of the storage:tank are
taken via a sampling system and the activity of the waste determined. The
volume and the activity of the wastes to be treated determine the .method of
evaporator operation. For-example, high level, low volume wastes are evap-
orated-at a very low rate (5 GPH) to obtain the highest decontamination
factor possible for the evaporation cycle and the ion exchange cycle! Low
level, large volume wastes are evaporated at increased rates (60 GPH). The
decontaminated wastes are collected in either of two clean hold-;up tanks.
WVhen 'one tank is full, flow'from the* ioh exchange columns is directed to'-the
other tank. Samples are taken of the contents of.these'hold-up tanks. If
the activity level is. satisfactory for discharge, thetank contents' are
jetted to a waste header leading-to two-5000 gallon hold tanks. If the acti-.
vity level is too. high for discharge, the liquid is-recycled through the
evaporator-ion exchange circuit. "

The ion exchange -Js " diameter by 2 feet long, are continu-
ously monitored., They are connected into the system:by snap-tite@ quick
disconnect units-and -they are replaced prior to-exhaustion and before they
become too radioactive'to handle *Itih 2-foot •tbngs. ' A radiation.monitron is
located adjacent to the columns. 'The radiation level detected by this unit
can be read on the radiati'on monitron control panel in the operating area.
The spent columns _w.ith-res-in)W i,-Te placed in a suitable contai ner for
shipment to an approved burial ground.

The concentrated, low volume radioactive'waste water is converted
into a solid form by using such wastes to prepare concrete .or plaster of paris.
This solid material is placed in-containers which.conform to DOT regulations
governing the packaging and shielding of radioactive materials for shipment.
The containers are monitored' for both contamination and external radiation be-
fore they are shipped. :After packaging, 'these containers are shippedto an
approved burial site.
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High level radioactive waste liquids produced as a result of-re-
search and development with nuclear fuel elements or other operations will
be processed to a solid and packaged within a hot cell. An example of this
would be fission product wastes resulting from fuel reprocessing studies.
Such wastes would be shipped, in approved containers, to the burial.ground.

3. Non-Radioactive-Waste Water'

All other -waste water from the Reactor .and Hot Lab, with the .excep-

tion of sanitary wastes and storm water, are collected in to.% 5000, gallon
hold-tanks. -.These two 5000 gallon tanks were incorporated in the waste system
to prevent the accidental discharge of contaminated-water from the site.. For
example, water'flowing through cooling coils in some of the radioactivewaste
water treatment~vessels-dischargesintb a header which leads'to the 5000 gal-"
lon tanks. If any.of.these coils ruptured, radioactivity could contaminate.
the cooling water; Without the two h6ld_-up tanks thislhontaminated water
would be discharged from the site.

The waste water collected in these tanks is sampled and checked for
activity. If the activity, is lower (considering dilution with other non-
radioactive waste water from the site) than values •specified in S.ec. 20.106
of 10 CFR 20, the waste water is discharged. If the contents of either of
the 5000 gallon vessels require treatment toremove radioactivity the water

is pumped to the 7200 gallon storage tank in the Radioactive Waste Water
Treatment System.

A record is kept of the amount and concentration of waste water leav-
iing the site. If both 5000 .gallon vessels are full, Hot Lab operations which
generate non-radioactive waste water will be'restricted. The inlet valves to
these tanks will be closed. There is approximately 200.0.gallons of capacity
available in the process header (and manhole) leading from the Hot Lab to the'
5000 gallon hold tanks. Under our usual operating conditions this-is suffi-
cient for at least 10 hours. In this-time the 5000 gallon vessels can be
sampled and the samples counted to determine activity. The tank contents
can be either discharged from the site or if the waste water contains radio-
activity above allowable limits it will be pumped back to the main storage
-vessel in the Radioactive Waste Water Treatment System.

4. .Intercell Conveyor

An intercefl conveyor permits transfer of samples or 'equipment be-
tween cells or from an external loading station to any cell.

The intercell partitions have 12 inch by 14 inch openings in them to
allow for passage .of the intercell conveyor.
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HOT TAB OPERATIONS

1. Rules of Practice

' A Nuclear Safeguards. Committee is responsible for insuring that the
administrative controls, operating procedures and experimental prjg-ro s of
the Reactor and Hot Laboratory are reviewed and approved to minimize the .hz-,
ards to the facility, the staff, and the general public. The committee will
insure (1) that all operations and experiments are conducted in accordance
with existing State and Federal regulations and (2) experiments not approved'.
in the facility operatinglicense or in applicable amendments are. not con-
ducted until approval is received from the Atomic Energy Commission.

2. Responsibility for Oper~tions "

Operations in the Hot Lab are the direct responsibility of the.Super-
visor Nuclear-Operations, who reports to the birector-Nuclear Operations of
the Research Center. It is the responsib:ility ofthe supervisor to. direct
operatioris,'assign and schedule all work in the Hot Lab and •see that this work
is carried out.safely. .

13. Level of Activity

There is sufficient shielding to permit the safe handling of 1 million
curies of Cobalt-60 or equivalent radiation in any of the 5 cells with the re-
sulting dose rate at the external wall of.the'shield being nomore than
2'mr/hr.in areas*normally occupied ,by personnel.

4. Alpha Work

These hot cells are not specifically designed for. hndling-alpha.
emitters such as plutonium 239. •Separate alpha'containment will be'prPvided:.
for work in. the. cells involving more than One gram-(63'mc) of plutbnium239
or equivalent of a plutonium compound. All'work in the Radiochemical Labora-
tory or other laboratory areas involving plutonium will be done. in special
equipment-designed for alpha work.

HEALTH PHYSICS AND GENERAL SAFETY

A s~enioi?>Health PIhysicist'is re sponsible, fo r all phases of Health Physics as
well as the general safety~procedures for -the Reactor afhdHot Lab areas. He
supervises the activities. of Hea[Ith TPhysics -technicians . . .

1. Health. Physics Training " •

All Personnel working with rcdioactive matrial in the Hot Lab re-
ceive basic radiation safety training. This initial radiation safety instruc-
tion is supplemented 'by on-the-job training during each new operation.
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2. Personnel Monitoring.

All personnel working in the Hot Lab wear -a film badge and ,two.
pocket ionization chambers. The pocket chambers are read daily and the
film badges are evaluated biweekly by an approved commercial laboratory.

3. Instruments and Equipment

All radiation detectipn and monitoring *equipment are set and kept in
proper operating 'condition by the Health Physicist.

a. Radiation detection and monitbring

Radiation detection instruments available for monitoring include
at least (5) Ion Chamber Meters with range up. to'•50,000 mr/hr', (2) Geiger De-
tectors with range up to .20 mr/hr, (1) Alpha Scintillation Counter, (1) Atomic
Model 1095.Scaler and End Window G.M. Counter, (1) Gas-Flow Proportional
Counter with Tracerlab Ampliscaler, .and (i) Pulse Height Analyzer.,

Portable radiation detection equipment such as cutie-pi'es and
G-M survey meters are located at. variouis points in the area. and a Hand and
Foot Counter is hear the main exit from the Hot-Lab. It is used by. visitors
and personnel before going':to lunch or leaving .the building.,.

b. Area monitrons

Area radiation monitrons are located in 15 different positions
throughout the Hot Lab. Five are located in-cell (one in each cell), three
in the charging area, two in the second level area above the cells, and one
each at 1) south loading :dock,. 2) canal gamma facility, 3)-ion exchange col-
umns in Radioactive Waste Water Treatment System,- 4) exhaust air filter •room,
and 5) operating area. These monitors havie audio and.visual alarms at-the
lOcal, point and. at the main monitron control panel in the operating.area of,
the Hot Lab. " ' ' ; . ,,

These area monitrons, excluding the -in-cell units, are normally
set to alarm at 5.0 mr/hr.

c; Air Monitors

Two continuously-ýpperated air monitors are located 'in the Hot Lab.
These units include an audible alarm system and a recorder. In.addition,
there.are approximately'ten two-inch-diameter air sampling units operating-
continuously, connected to the building vacuum system.. They contain both a
particulate filter and activated carbon. 'These samples are evaluated at
least once during each working day.
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d. Stack moniitor

:The exhaust air from both the Reactor and Hot' laboratory are
continuously monitored for radioactive particulate matter and for gaseous
activity. This mnonitor is equipped with a recorder and alarm circuits to
indicate high activity or equipment failure. It 'is checked on a .routine
basis at least once a day. Any unexpected increase in stack.activity is
investigated.to determine.the cause ahd the'.-cbrrective action necessary to
eliminate it.

e. Hot Lab evacuation system

An intercom system is in operation with units located in every
major area of the Hot Lab. Auxiliary amplifiers have been provided and
test-s have :proved that' an 'evacuation alarm announced over this system from
the front office on 'the first floor' can be clearly heard in any area'. This
is utilized as the evacuation alarm system and all personnel have been in-
structedin the use of the system.

f. Wipe tests

Wipe tests are made of the floorsdaily. All .equipment and
materials require Health Physics approval before being removed from a 'con.-
trolled area. All materials packaged for off-site shipment are checked to
insure that all appropriate shipping regulations have been followed..

4. General Safety

a. Fire and explosion potential

Fire .extinguishers (Adry chemical and C02) are available.. They
'are located in the cell if flammabl& materials are being handled.' The fire
extinguisher itself is' located in-cell with the operating mechanism for dis-

.charging the unit located-in the operating area.

Flammable solvents will not,.be heated or steam jetted.. Any ex-
•plosion as a result of burning such solvents'would be a low grade type and
the force would 'be contained by the-Cffp' oot, thIck cell walls. No more than
2 liters of flammable solvent 'will be contained in any cell at one time. with
a maximum of 5 liters in the entire cell block at the same time. If 2 liters
of an organic solvent (such as kerosene) exploded' the volume formed, at the
-atmospheric pressure would cause a pressure rise of only 0.2. inches of water.
Inasmuch as the pressure within the cells is' maintained at 0.5 inches below
.that in the operating area' the pressure rise due to 2 'liters of solvent ex-
ploding. would not'resuit in the pressure in the' cell exceeding that in the
operating area.

Other explosive materials (such as NaK., hydrazine) are not stored
in the cells'.
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b. Other safeguards

All two inch diameter,cellaccess plugs in the operating area
shielding wall are bolted to the concrete on the outside. bfthe cell to
prevent blowing out in-the 6ase of an explosion.

All spare lines terminating in-cell are capped.

Chemicals or solvents are notstored in the-cells.'. Small quanti-.
ties (up-to.5 liters) are kept in the Radiochemical Lab;. Larger quantities
are not stored in the Hot Lab but are procured as needed from a central solvent.

storage area.

In this application, requesting renewal of our
ense No. SNM-639, we have attempted to provide
enable you to grant a renewal of our license.
additional information, please let me know.

Special Nuclear Mat erial Lic-'
sufficient -information to
If you find that you.need-

Very truly yours;

CJK:AB


